'Syndromes' and reasons not to do a project

Sirs,
We have all mixed feelings before starting a project -and have at least temporarily tried to escape them. I think this painstaking decision-making process consists of a set of 'syndromes'. One or probably several of the 15 syndromes below have sometimes hit us all. To have suffered from them is a normal part in the life of any scientist.
The syndrome might be based on reality -even be factualbut may also form a hidden or overt excuse to avoid challenges. The natural history varies -cure, remitting or chronic.
You may use this to diagnose the project syndrome profile of yourself and others and use it for prevention and treatment
Syndrome Reason
Technocratism I must have equipment A before I can go further Hyperlogism I must have data A analysed before I take on data B Analysm I want to go more in depth with problem A before I can write something meaningful Sequentialism I must finish project A before I start with project B Escapism I shall take on project A when I have more time Monetarism I must have funding before I start project A Corruptionism I really want to do the scientifically more important project A, but will give priority to project B because it is easier to get funded Librarianism I must read more before I involve myself in project A Educationalism I must have more training before I start with project A Administration Instead of engaging myself in my main task, project A, I will take on project B, because somebody has to do project B Oralism I will present some results from project A at the A congress, but I see no possibility to produce a manuscript for a scientific journal Citationism I will try to avoid the extra work needed to publish in the well-renowned journal A, and will therefore send my manuscript to 
NHS performance guides: raising the standard -indirectly?
Sirs,
The NHS performance guides are now published annually to 'help you and your family doctor decide where you can go to get the best services'. The guides award hospitals star ratings for a number of simple 'performance' measures. Like star ratings for hotels, these have been awarded on the basis of percentages: e.g. over 90 per cent in a given measure attracts five stars. Unlike star ratings for hotels, mostly awarded on 'provision' (e.g. proportion of rooms with private bath and WC), hospitals have been awarded stars on 'performance', e.g. proportion of waiting list patients admitted within 12 months.
The performance tables present a very limited picture of the standard of care by NHS hospitals and doctors; other health professionals and hospital managers have ample grounds for criticizing their presentation, emphasis and content under that
